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WHEN YOU GET A SALE 
FROM CONTRACT ACCEPTANCE TO CLOSE OF ESCROW 

(This is not intended to be used for a short sale transaction) 
 

 

1) Go to your Dotloop loop and ensure that you have the correct template from the list below. 
 Residential Sale (Buyer or Both) if you personally are representing the buyer and seller 
 Residential Sale (Seller only) if you personally are only representing the seller 
 SV Residential Sale (Buyer or Both)- see above explanation 
 SV Residential Sale (Seller Only)- see above explanation 
 Vacant Land Sale (Buyer or Both) - see above for explanation 
 Vacant Land Sale (Seller Only) - see above for explanation 

 
2) Upload documents that were not executed through Dotloop to this folder by clicking on “add 

documents” and then either from computer or email. If from an email, then copy the email 
address for the loop/folder and the forward your email to the loop by pasting this email address 
into the “To” field and click send. Then drag and drop these documents into the appropriate 
placeholders in the template to replace the current document. 

 
INITIAL PAPERWORK that needs to be submitted to the office by clicking “submit to review:” 

 
• Tierra Antigua Contract Information and Processing Sheet. Ensure the correct level is indicated 

for ordering the desired documents from the office, if any. This includes the property 
verification (homework) sheet (see below level descriptions). Upon receipt of this request for a 
level, the order will be placed, and you will receive the documents within two business days. 
The property verification sheet will also be uploaded to your loop within Dotloop. If you Silver 
or Gold levels, the other items will be provided to you in a timely manner and you will be 
notified upon completion so you can pick them up. 

 

Level Paperwork Descriptions 
Included in the paperwork that Tierra Antigua will do is as follows: 

Bronze Level - $60 (Listing or Sales) 
1. The property verification-(homework). Property verification to include: airport information, electric, fire 

protection, gas, sewer verification, water, permits, assessments, road maintenance, square footage, taxes, 
zoning, wood infestation history and schools. 

2. Flood Verification 

Silver Level $75 (Sales)  
1. Property Verification (Homework) 
2. Flood Verification 
3. One copy of your archived file on drive. 
4. A home organizer book for a closing gift  

  

DAY 1 from Contract Acceptance 
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Gold Level $150 (Sales)  
1. Property Verification (Homework) 
2. Flood Verification 
3. One copy of your archived file on drive. 
4. Ensure agent has all documents needed. (Buyers Packet) 
5. Create file and upload all documents to Dotloop 
6. Fill in contract info sheet & ensure file is ready for submission 
7. Monitor Dotloop for any documents that need correcting 
8. Weekly update to agent on Dotloop file needs 
9. Ensure file is complete at COE for release of commission check  (*agent must supply documents when 

requested) 

A La Carte Options: 
• Postcards: Available in quantities of 25 -100 at $1.00 each. Includes postcards, printing, 

labels and mailing. 
• Virtual Tour: $10 
• File on Drive: $15 
• Listing Binder: $10 
• Home Organizer Book: $25 

 
*Please note that if the property cancels, expires, or is withdrawn, you will be charged: 

No Level  Bronze Silver  Gold A (listing) Gold B (listing) Gold (sale) Platinum Platinum Plus 
 $0  $60 $75 $200 $150 $150 $375  $650 

 
 

 MLS Agent Detail Listing Sheet or tax record information if for sale by owner. 
 
 A fully executed contract dated February 2020, with all initials at bottom of each pages as well 

as on lines 181 or 182 (depending on the age of the home); lines 246, 251, 259, 297, and 434; 
and signatures on page 10. Please make sure both the buyers and sellers initials are on line 434. 
Also ensure that all the information on page 10 has been completed including your Agent State 
License number and the Firm State License Number, see list below for your office code, and that 
the appropriate agency boxes for Tierra Antigua Realty on lines 450 and/or 464 have been 
checked. 

 
Branch office firm codes:  

Benson LC529176010 

Downtown LC529176008  

East LC529176002 

Foothills/Central LC529176000 

Green Valley LC529176013  

Northwest LC 529176009  

Safford LC529176012  

Sierra Vista LC529176005  

Willcox LC529176011 
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PLEASE NOTE: DUAL AGENCY ARISES WHENEVER TIERRA ANTIGUA IS REPRESENTING 
BOTH THE BUYER AND SELLER NO MATTER HOW MANY AGENTS ARE INVOLVED! If we 
are in dual agency, then both the buyer and seller should be checked on both lines 450 
and 464. The consent to limited dual agency form must accompany the contract. 

 
 All fully executed addenda incorporated into the contract on page 1 should be included. These 

may be, Additional Clause, Assumption and Carryback, Buyer Contingency, Domestic Water 
Well, HOA, Lead Based Paint Disclosure, On-site Wastewater Treatment Facility and/or a 
numbered Blank Addendum. 

 
 Counter offers numbered with all responses and signatures including lines 26 & 28 and either 

lines 33 & 35 or lines 39 & 41 depending on the response. 
 

 Lead Based Paint Disclosure fully signed by all parties including listing and selling agents if 
applicable due to the agent of the property (prior to 1978) and included on page 1 of the 
contract. Be sure that the buyer has marked their election on either 32 or 34. This is the one 
document that cannot be signed in counterpart (all parties’ initials and signatures must be on 
a single document). This document can be obtained from MLS under additional documents. 

 
 Consent to Limited Dual Representation form, fully signed by buyers and sellers if applicable 

(required if Tierra Antigua is representing both the buyer and seller regardless of the 
number of agents that are involved). 

 
 Prequalification, February 2017 version, or Proof of Funds if cash. 

 
 Upload all executed buyer documents to include but not be limited to: 

o Real Estate Agency Disclosure and Election (READE)- this should be signed at your 
initial meeting with buyer (prior to showing them houses) 

o Buyer Advisory at initial buyer presentation. Ensure you are using the most up-to- 
date version which can be found on www.dotloop.com 

o Affiliated Business Disclosure- This is now required to be signed by all Tierra Antigua 
Realty clients no matter who the Title Company is.  Please make sure you are using the 
most up-to-date version dated June 2018. Be sure and include at the top of this form the 
client(s) names, the address of the property and the date as well as having them date 
their signature at the bottom of the form. This is not required for Sierra Vista or Safford 
agents unless it is a Pima or Pinal county property. 

o Fully signed Buyer Broker Agreement by both the buyer and selling agent if you use 
this in your business practices. 

o Mold Disclosure 
o Disclosure Regarding Vicinity of Airport (if applicable) 
o Market Condition Advisory 
o Wire Fraud Advisory 
o Sewer Scope Inspection Advisory and Acknowledgement 

 
 Earnest money receipt from a title company. 

 
 If for sale by owner, fully executed Unrepresented Seller Compensation  Agreement. 

 
 Other numbered addenda and additional documents that are created during the 
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transaction need to be submitted to the office within one business day of being fully 
executed by clicking on “submit to review.” 

 
3) Open escrow with the escrow company; place a call to them asking for pickup of the earnest 

money check or have your client either drop it off or wire it to the escrow company. 
 

Email these items to the escrow officer so that they can open the file: 
 
PAPERWORK TO SEND TO TITLE COMPANY. You can send this by sharing the documents in ‘view 
only mode.” Be sure and click on “attach pdf.” To share the documents, you will need to add the 
escrow officer and their email to your loop. 

 
 Copy of listing (MLS Listing Sheet) 
 
 Fully executed contract and addenda incorporated. 
 
 Fully executed numbered counter offer if applicable 
 
 Affiliated Business Disclosure if Title Security Agency 
 
 Prequalification 

 
4) Send via email to lender. You can send this by sharing the documents through Dotloop and checking 

the “Attach as PDF” option at the bottom left hand side of the share box. 
 

PAPERWORK TO SEND TO LENDER. You can send this by sharing the documents in ‘view only 
mode.” Be sure and click on “attach pdf.” To share the documents, you will need to add the lender and 
their email to your loop 

 
 Copy of listing (MLS Listing Sheet) 
 
 Fully executed contract and addenda incorporated. 
 
 Fully executed numbered counter offer 

 
5) Make appointments for inspections according to buyer’s wishes after ensuring that all utilities are 

turned on at the property (home inspectors, termite, roofer, radon, mold, etc.) or give a list of 
inspectors to the buyer to make appointments with inspectors coordinating appointments with you 
so that you all can attend.  Also try to coordinate appointments for all inspections to be done in the 
same two to three-hour window. Don’t forget to inform the listing agent and seller if occupied of 
appointment time as soon as possible. 

 
If utilities are off at the property, contact the listing agent immediately to find out when the seller will 
have them turned back on. If there is insufficient time for the buyer to conduct any and all of their 
inspections after the reconnecting the utilities, then obtain an executed addendum extending the 
inspection time period. If the dates are unknown, the addendum could be written as “10-day 
inspection time period shall begin one business day after all utilities are on at the property.” 

 
6) Calculate the dates, according to contract, for you to receive or send information. (Dates are per 
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standard contract). The Critical Date Worksheet can be used for this purpose and can be found in 
the “All of the Documents” template in Dotloop. 

 
 Buyer to complete loan application process within three days after contract acceptance. 

 
 The last day to receive the Seller Property Disclosure Statement (SPDS) is three days from 

contract acceptance, Insurance Claim History and Affidavit of Disclosure, if applicable, from the 
seller is five days from contract acceptance. 

 
 Buyer to send Loan Status Update to Seller ten days after contract acceptance. 

 
 Buyer’s review time of Seller Property Disclosure Statement (SPDS) and Insurance Claim 

History and/or Affidavit of Disclosure is five days from date of receipt. Send executed 
documents acknowledge receipt of these documents to the seller. 

 
 Inspection period, last day to send Buyer Inspection Notice and Seller Response (BINSR) is 10 

days after contract acceptance. Remember that, upon receipt of this document by the seller, 
the buyer’s inspection period ends even if the allotted contract inspection period has not 
expired.  

 
 Seller’s response time regarding any repair request is five days after BINSR is received by 

seller.  
 

 Buyer’s response time for seller’s response to repairs is five days after seller response is received 
by buyers; unless the seller agrees to all repairs that where were requested, in which case the 
buyer does not have an election.  

 
 Buyer’s response time from the point that buyer receives HOA information and preliminary tile 

report is five days from date of receipt. 
 

 Buyer loan contingency is three days prior to close of escrow. This is three full calendar days. 
Example: COE is Friday; approval without Prior to Document (PTD) conditions needs to be on 
Monday. 

 
 Buyer to either sign loan documents three days prior to close of escrow or furnish seller notice of 

loan approval without PTD conditions and date(s) of receipt of closing disclosure from lender. 
This uses the same calculation as above. 

 
 Agreed upon repairs, if any, to be completed by seller no later than three days prior to close of 

escrow. This uses the same calculation as above. 
 

7) Do the property profile (homework sheet) unless you signed up for level Bronze, Silver, or Gold 
which includes the office completing this for you. This must be completed during the inspection 
period. This does not need to be submitted at this time unless finished but all pertinent information 
must be verified through a third-party source (e.g., utility company, public records, web sites, etc.). 
Obtain HOA information sheet from the listing agent if applicable. This should be complete within 
the inspection period. Please note that flood plain map should be in color.
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Instructions: FEMA Flood MAP 
 

 Log in to www.tar.flexmls.com.  
 Go to tax info (CRS) 
 Locate the property either by address, parcel number or taxpayer  
 Go to CRS Property Report. 
 Click on “View Larger Maps” 
 Click on Settings Icon then click on Arial 
 Click on Change Layers then 
 Turn on “FEMA Flood Zones”  
 Click on Printer Icon 
 Click on Print (Flood map must have FEMA icon on bottom of map) 
 Print to PDF 
 Upload that document to your loop. It must be in color. 

 
8) Email the Buyer Advisory to the buyer to assist in their inspections of the property if you have 

not already done so. 
 

 

1) Inform buyer of any items that you discovered during your property verification that they may 
want to investigate further during their inspection time. This would include any information that 
you found that conflicted with the MLS listing sheet. 

 
2) Call for the home warranty or order on line if applicable per line 293 of the contract. Even if the 

seller is ordering and paying for the home warranty per lines 293 and 295 of the contract, you 
must still verify this has been ordered and receive a home warranty confirmation, which can be 
obtained from the title company. Upon receipt send to the buyer and office. If the seller is the one 
checked on this line, verify with the listing agent that this has been completed. 

 

3) Submit additional documents into the office by clicking on “submit to review.” Be sure and 
wait to submit additional document until the initial documents have been reviewed by the 
broker/manager. Upon initial review, a contract checklist will be uploaded to the file. 

 
These documents should include but not be limited to: 

 The earnest money receipt upon receipt from the title company if it was not already 
submitted with the initial paperwork. 

 
 Property Verification (Homework) upon completion with colored flood plain map unless you 

signed up for a level and then it will be emailed to you and uploaded to your file by the staff.  
 

 Home warranty confirmation if applicable. 
 

 All other Disclosures that apply Permit Disclosure, Green Valley/Sahuarita Addendum etc.  
 

 Fill out and “share” Commission Instructions with “Commission instructions,” person on your 

Day 2-4 from Contract Acceptance 
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loop. 

 

 
 

1) Receive Seller Property Disclosure Statement (SPDS)- 3 days after contract acceptance, Insurance 
Claim History and Well SPDS and Affidavit of Disclosure- 5 days after contract acceptance, if 
applicable from the seller and give this to buyer for their review (remember they have five days 
after receipt to give reasonable disapproval). Obtain buyer’s initials and signature on SPDS and 
Affidavit of Disclosure, if applicable, acknowledging receipt and send to the listing agent. 

 
If seller(s) stated that they will not be providing the SPDS, then the buyer will need to initial and 
sign a blank SPDS with the address on it. This will serve as verification that they made an informed 
decision regarding to waive this document along with the information that the seller should have 
provided per lines 154-156 of the contract. This will be a good source of information for the buyer in 
determining what items they may want to investigate dung their inspection time. 

2) Have the buyer or seller pay for the appraisal according to contract. 
 

3) Verify with the buyer that they have completed their loan application and have submitted all 
requested documents to the lender. 

 
4) Check with the buyer to ensure they have received the HOA information, Conditions, 

Covenants and Restrictions (CCR), and Title Commitment if applicable. 
 
5) Upon the buyers’ authorization, send out a cure notice if the sellers fail to comply with the 

provision of the contract. The cure notice must specify those contract provisions that have not 
been met. 

 

 

1) All Inspections must be completed unless period is extended on contract or has been extended 
through a fully executed addendum. 

 
2) Email the fully signed Buyer Inspection Notice Seller Response (BINSR) to the listing agent. 

Three responses are available to the buyer on this form: a) Premises Accepted - no repairs 
required; b) Premises Rejected - items disapproved must be listed; and c) repair requested - 
itemizing list of repairs. The buyer will need to sign towards the bottom of page 2. 

If the buyer(s) chose not to have an inspection by a qualified inspector, then they will also need to 
sign the bottom of page 2 of the BINSR, waiver of inspections. 

 
Per lines 222-223 of the contract, “Buyer shall provide Seller and Broker(s) upon receipt, at no 
cost, copies of all inspection reports concerning the Premise obtained by Buyer.” To meet this 
requirement, send all inspection reports to the listing agent upon receipt. 

Day 3-5 from Contract Acceptance 

Day 10 from Contract Acceptance 
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3) Obtain an LSU from the lender verifying that the buyer has completed the loan application, granted 
the lender permission to access the buyer’s credit report, provided lender with their intent to 
proceed and provided lender with all signed disclosure and documentation listed in the LSU lines 
45-46 and paid all required loan application fees. Send this form to the seller to comply with 
contract lines 87-89. 

 
4) Obtain the buyers response to SPDS and the Insurance Claim History report if you have not 

already. 
 

5) Check with the buyer to ensure they have called their homeowner’s insurance agent and obtained 
insurance and a quote on the home to start at COE. 

 
6) Check with the buyer to ensure they have received the HOA information, Conditions, Covenants 

and Restrictions (CCR) if applicable, and Preliminary Title Commitment. Buyers have five days 
after receipt of this information to give written notice to seller of any items reasonably 
disapproved. 

 
7) Read and review the Preliminary Title Report upon receipt. The buyer has five days after receipt to 

give reasonable disapproval to the seller. If there are items of concern, then follow up with the escrow 
officer and update the buyer. 

 
 

 

1) Receive from the seller response to the buyer’s repair request unless the buyer’s response to 
inspection was to accept or reject the premises. Note: the seller has five days to respond from 
receipt. Three responses are available to the seller on this form: a) The seller agrees to correct the 
items disapproved by the buyer pursuant to terms set forth herein and Section 6j of contract; b) The 
seller is unwilling or unable to correct any of the items disapproved by the buyer; c) The seller’s 
response to the buyer’s notice is as follows (this constitutes a counter to the buyer’s request). 

 
Note that the seller’s failure to respond to the buyer in writing within the specified time shall 
conclusively be deemed the seller’s refusal to correct any of the items disapproved. The buyer 
will have five days after the end of their response time to provide their buyer’s election regarding 
this response. 

 
2) Contact the buyer(s) regarding the seller’s response. 

 
3) Make an appointment at the escrow company for closing; coordinate with the buyers for the best 

time and date for them (remember, they need at least three full days prior to close of escrow either 
a) sign loan documents or b) furnish the seller will a notice of loan approval without PTD 
condition and date of receipt of Closing Disclosure (CD) unless the buyer’s response to the 
seller’s response for repairs is to cancel. 

Day 15 from Contract Acceptance 
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4) Check with buyers to ensure they have received the HOA information, Conditions, Covenants and 
Restrictions (CCR) if applicable, and Title Commitment. Buyers have five days after receipt of this 
information to give written notice to seller of any items reasonably disapproved. 

 
5) Request an LSU from lender to find out the progress of loan and send to the listing agent. 

 
6) Send additional paperwork to office by clicking on “submit for review.” Remember, all addenda 

must be submitted by the first business day after execution. 
 

Additional paperwork to include but not limited to: 
 

 Fully executed SPDS with buyer initials on pages 1-6 and signature on page 7 
 

 Fully executed Well SPDS, if applicable 
 

 Insurance Claim History 
 

 Fully executed Affidavit of Disclosure, if applicable 
 

 Loan Status Update 
 

 Preliminary Title Report 
 

 Property Verification (homework) if you have not previously submitted it with the colored 
flood plain map unless you signed up for a level and then it will be uploaded to your file by 
the staff 

 
 Home Inspection Report 

 
 Termite inspection 

 
 All documents that needed correction, if not already submitted. 

 
 
 

 

1) Send off the buyer’s response to seller’s response to the BINSR unless unnecessary due to seller 
agreeing to all terms/repairs requested by the buyer through the Buyer Election on page 3 of the 
BINSR. The buyer election can be either: a) The buyer elects to cancel this contract or b) The buyer 
accepts the seller’s response to the BINSR and agrees to close escrow without correction of those items 
the seller has not agreed in writing to correct. 

Day 20 from Contract Acceptance 
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2) Give to the buyer(s) a list of numbers for utilities so that they can call and have utilities transferred to 
their name on date of closing (COE). 

 
3) Check with the buyers to ensure they have received the HOA information, Conditions, Covenants and 

Restrictions (CCR) if applicable, and Title Commitment. Buyers have five days after receipt of this 
information to give written notice to seller of any items reasonable disapproved. 

 
 

 

1) Check Dotloop to see what documents are required to complete your file as well as what notes have 
been placed on the documents for needed corrections. Agent should submit a file completion form 
by sharing the document with File Completion at filecompletion@tierraantigua.net so that you can 
ensure that your additional document have been reviewed. 

 
2) Submit all additional paperwork. No checks will be released unless the file is complete. The agent 

is responsible for asking for assistance if needed. This paperwork can be sent clicking on “submit 
for review.” 

 
Additional paperwork to include but not limited to: 

 
 Fully executed Buyer Inspection Notice and Seller Response (BINSR). 

 
 Septic Certification, if applicable 

 
 Buyer receipt and acknowledgement (this is needed on all buyer closing file even if there is 

no HOA)- please note Line 40 should be marked with buyer initial beside change since the 
insurance claim history was not provided to the buyer. 

 
 Commission splits, if applicable 

 
 Referral Agreement, if applicable 

 
3) If the seller’s initial or signatures are needed on documents, call and email the documents to the 

listing agent as well as calling escrow officer to find out seller’s signing time. Email the documents 
to the escrow officer so they can assist in obtaining the required initials or signature at the time of 
signing. 

 
4) Send BINSR to escrow if not done previously so that the escrow will know what repair/invoices 

they need to obtain and notify the lender for the Closing Disclosure (CD). 
 

5) Coordinate with the buyers regarding the walk-through appointment and verify with listing agent 
that utilities are still on. 

Five days prior to close of escrow 
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6) Obtain paid receipts if applicable from the listing agent for repairs. 
 

7) Order File on Drive for agent and clients (remember Silver and Gold levels only provide one 
copy). The Dotloop file will be copied to a drive; this makes a great gift for your client. 

 
 
 

 

1) Check Dotloop to verify that your file is complete. If not, take the required additional 
paperwork to signing at the title company to obtain the buyer’s or seller’s signatures and/or 
initials. 

 
2) Review the Closing Disclosure, if obtained from buyer or Settlement Statement, if applicable, 

furnished to you by the escrow officer to ensure that fees are correct per contract. 
 

3) Review the Closing Disclosure with the buyer’s so that they can bring a cashier’s check. Be sure 
and cross reference the Loan Estimate form with the Closing Disclosure. Also inform them that 
each one of them needs to have a photo ID at signing and they may need to furnish a second ID 
as well. 

 
4) Conduct a walk-through and have the buyers sign the Buyer Pre-Closing Walk-Though and send 

to the seller, if number 2 is marked with items that still require correction, then this form is 
send to escrow as well. 

 
5) Submit Buyer Pre-Closing Walk-Through and any additional documents to Dotloop and 

“submit for review.” 
 
 
 

 

1) Take any documents that are not fully signed and/or initialed with you to obtain the buyer’s 
signature. 

 
2) Attend signing to represent your buyers. 

3) Advise the Tucson or Green Valley escrow companies that the commission check is to be sent to: 

Tierra Antigua Realty 
1650 E River Road Suite 202 
Tucson AZ 85718 

One day prior to signing 

Day of signing – at least three days (5 calendar days) prior to close of escrow 
or three days after receipt of Closing Disclosure 
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4) Upon the buyers’ authorization, send out a cure notice if the sellers fail to comply 
with the provision of the contract. The cure notice must specify those contract 
provisions that have not been met. 

 
5) Check Dotloop to verify that your file is complete and submit any additional 

paperwork that was signed or initialed during escrow signing by uploading them to 
your loop and then click on “submit to review.” 

 
 

 

1) Coordinate with the listing agent to obtain the keys for the buyers at time of recording. 
 

2) Check with the escrow officer around 11:00AM to ensure that funding has been wired 
and they anticipate recording at 4:00PM unless already coordinated for an earlier 
recording time. 

 
3) Receive a call typically between 3:00 - 4:00PM from the escrow officer stating it has 

recorded. 
 

4) Call the buyers to coordinate a time and place to pick up/obtain the keys. The keys are 
not to be released prior to recordation. 

 
 

 

1) Receive the check and final Closing Disclosure or Settlement Statement, all checks 
received prior to 11:00PM at the Foothills/Central office will be processed that day. All 
checks received after 11:00PM will be processed the following business day. Upon 
manager’s approval that the file is complete, you will be called to let you know that your 
check will be placed in your mailbox for pickup. 

 
2) Make a copy of the final Closing Disclosure or Settlement Statement and address an 

envelope to mail to the buyer in January of the following year. 
 

3) If you ordered File on Drive, obtain the drive and give to your client as a gift. 
 

Day of close of escrow 

Two-five days after close of escrow 


